A popular user-space file system framework, FUSE, has been widely used for building various customized file systems(cFS) on top of the underlying kernel file system (kFS). A FUSE-based cFS gains adequate flexibility by developing its specific functions in user space, but brings extra user-kernel mode switches in the request processing flow owing to forwarding all requests from the FUSE kernel driver to the user-space daemon, thus degrading the overall performance. We observe that a file data request does not need to forward to the user-space daemon when its file-to-file mapping between the FUSE-based cFS and the underlying kFS remains unchanged. Based on the insight, we propose a modified FUSE framework -DeFUSE that decouples the processing flow of the metadata and data requests. The metadata requests still follow the original flow to reserve flexibility while the data requests are directly executed in the DeFUSE kernel driver maintaining the file-to-file mappings in the kernel, effectively eliminating the unnecessary mode switches. We have implemented the DeFUSE framework and ported three representative FUSE-based cFSs to DeFUSE. The result shows that for data-centric workloads, the throughput of DeFUSE-based cFSs increases up to 3.5X for write and 3.8X for read respectively, compared to their corresponding FUSE-based implementations. DeFUSE is available on Github.
I. INTRODUCTION
File systems are ubiquitously deployed in a myriad of storage devices and large-scale systems. They provide a common programmable interface (i.e. POSIX) for applications to access file data by implementing file operations upon underlying storage devices. Many traditional file systems are implemented in the OS kernel, such as Ext4 [1] , f2fs [2] , and ZFS [3] , to directly maintain file-to-storage layout and to execute IO processes in OS kernel. The kernel file systems efficiently make full use of IO characteristics of the storage media while experiencing complex and lengthy development, which are error-prone with serious consequence of machine crash [4] , [5] .
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Huaqing Li. scalable big-data analysis and machine-learning applications such as Hadoop [13] , TensorFlow [14] , and SPARK [15] , using legacy programmable interface (i.e. POSIX). Some of them have been deployed in production environments.
For the FUSE-based cFSs which are stacking on kFSs, their specific global namespaces are constructed by designing the specific directory-to-directory and file-to-file mapping between the cFSs and kFSs. A cFS generally leaves the complex and error-prone file-to-storage mapping to the underlying kFS. For directory-to-directory mapping, one or more individual namespaces of kFSs can be combined together or remapped to build the global namespace of cFSs. For file-to-file mapping, multiple files in a cFS can be aggregated into one file in the kFS [11] or one file in a cFS can be split into several files in the kFS [12] .
Unfortunately, FUSE-based cFSs reap flexibility by sacrificing performance in both latency and throughput. A FUSEbased cFS only achieves about 37% the performance that its kFS provides [16] . The root cause of such performance degradation is that IO routine in the FUSE-based cFS leads to extra one or more user-kernel-user mode switch compared to the kFS. Note that the mapping relationship between a FUSEbased cFS and its kFS is generally defined, processed, and stored by the FUSE user-space file system daemon. For a FUSE-based cFS, all requests first trap into the FUSE kernel driver, and then forward to the FUSE user-space daemon to be processed with customized logic, leading to the extra user-kernel-user mode switches. More specifically, we further divide the requests of the FUSE-based cFS into three classes: the directory, file metadata and file data requests. The directory operation creates, modifies or obtains the directoryto-directory mapping of a cFS directory; The file metadata request defines or modifies the file-to-file mapping of a cFS file; The file data request accesses the data on the corresponding one or multiple files in the kFS. The userkernel-user mode switches in the directory and file metadata request are essential because the mapping relationship must be manipulated in user space to gain the flexibility of FUSE. However, when merely accessing the file data, the file data requests actually do not modify its relevant file-to-file mapping. Therefore, when the file-to-file mapping is fixed and can be kept in the kernel, the file data requests do not need to be forwarded into the FUSE user-space daemon so that the extra user-kernel-user mode switch in the file data requests can be eliminated effectively.
This observation inspires us to present a novel framework -DeFUSE, as shown in Figure 1 , to reduce unnecessary user-kernel-user mode switches during accessing file data by directly executing data I/Os within the kernel file system.
The main contribution of this paper is summarized as follows:
• We propose a DeFUSE based on FUSE framework to decouple the processing flow of the metadata and data request. The directory and file metadata requests follow the original flow of FUSE to reserve flexibility. The processing flow of the file data requests bypasses the FUSE users-space file system daemon and completely executes in the kernel, avoiding unnecessary mode switches.
• We generalize the file-to-file mapping of FUSE-based cFSs into three fundamental patterns. We design a file mapping structure Data_Map to uniformly describe such three file-to-file mapping patterns. DeFUSE kernel driver maintains and uses Data_Maps that are delivered from the user-space daemon as requested.
• We implement the DeFUSE framework by simply modifying the FUSE user-space daemon and the kernel driver. We also transplant three representative FUSEbased cFSs to DeFUSE-based cFSs.
• We evaluate the performance of these DeFUSE-based cFSs and compare them with their corresponding FUSE-based implementations. The result shows that for data-centric workloads, the throughput of these file systems has significantly improved up to 3.8X for read and 3.5X for write respectively.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II describes FUSE framework and the design patterns of FUSE-based cFS. We present the motivation of this work. Section III discusses the design and implementation details of DeFUSE framework. Section IV gives the performance evaluation of the DeFUSE framework. Section V presents current researches on the optimization of FUSE and FUSEbased cFSs. Section VI concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
FUSE (File system in User Space) offers a generic file system framework for developing cFSs stacking atop of kFSs. There have been more than 100 FUSE-based file system available on Github [17] . In this section, we first describe the architecture of the FUSE framework and the design pattern of current FUSE-based cFSs. Then we analyze the mode switches in the FUSE-based cFSs. Lastly, we present the motivation of this work.
A. FUSE ARCHITECTURE
The architecture of FUSE framework is shown in Figure 2 . It consists of two modules: FUSE kernel module and Userspace file system daemon. 
FUSE Kernel Driver:
The FUSE kernel driver registers a fuse file system driver in the Linux's VFS and registers a block device /dev/fuse. The FUSE kernel driver forwards the requests to the device file /dev/fuse. The device file /dev/fuse is the bridge between the FUSE kernel driver and the userspace daemon. Both the user-space file system daemon and the FUSE kernel module can read/write data from/to the device file.
User-Space File System Daemon: The user-space file system daemon reads the requests from /dev/fuse, translates the request, parses the request type and parameters, then calls the corresponding user-space APIs according to the request type. File system developers can implement their file system functions (e.g., compression or de-duplication) in the userspace APIs. When the corresponding user-space APIs have finished their functions, the user-space daemon writes back the result to FUSE kernel driver via /dev/fuse.
B. FUSE-BASED FILE SYSTEMS DESIGN PATTERN
The critical work for a FUSE-based cFS is to consider the specific namespace construction between the cFS and its corresponding kFSs as shown in Figure 3 .
For the directory mapping in FUSE-based cFSs, there are two typical ways: One way is to directly map kFS directories to the FUSE-based cFS based on a predefined rule or algorithms (e.g., adding node id or specific prefix string to the kFSąŕs directories) [12] ; Another way is to indirectly store the namespace relationship in database or configuration files [10] . When the FUSEbased cFS executes the mkdir and readdir requests to a directory, the directory-to-directory mapping can be created and accessed accordingly. Besides of the mapping, the cFS metadata (e.g., the attribute of the file, such as the file size, owner and creation time) are conveniently extended, for example, the file data content abstract, access rate and attributes about the upper layer logic [10] , [12] . These extended metadata can be used for specific processing and analysis.
For the file mapping in the FUSE-based cFS, the file data may be split or aggregated on several files in the kFS [11] , [12] . The file-to-file mapping between a cFS file and its related kFS files also can be defined by a algorithms or a list stored in a configuration file. When the user-space read and write APIs are called to access file data, the file-to-file mapping relationship must be acquired by executing userspace open or create APIs. The file-to-file mapping remains unchanged during the file data requests, such as OLFS [12] , PLFS [18] . The struct req is the data structure received from the kernel driver, it contains the request type and data location information. While the high-level APIs are on top of the lowlevel APIs. After the low-level APIs handle the struct req and transform the information to path-based, the high-level APIs can use the file path to deal with the mapping between the FUSE-based cFS and the kFS. The prototype of high-level APIs are as follow:
high_level_fs_operations(char * path,...)
The difference between low-level and high-level
APIs is that file system developers are explicitly handling different request parameters in the former case. When developers use the high-level APIs, they merely process the path string mapping between a FUSE-based cFS and its kFS in an intuitive way. Therefore, most production FUSE-based cFSs employhigh-level API mode. So far, there are over one hundred open source FUSE-based cFSs in Github, and over 90% of them are implemented with high-level APIs [17] . In the rest discussion of the paper, cFSs are implemented with high-level APIs by default.
Taking high-level APIs for example, a FUSE-based cFS needs to implement the functions listed in Table 1 . We divide the user-space APIs into three categories: the Directory APIs which are used to process the directory-to-directory mapping between cFS and kFS; the File Metadata APIs are used to deal with the file-to-file mapping between cFS and kFS; the Data APIs which are used to access the file data on the kFS.
D. MODE SWITCHES IN A FUSE-BASED CFS
As shown in Figure 4 , when a user application issues a request to a file in the FUSE-based cFS, with the system calls such as sys_open, sys_read, sys_write and sys_close, the file access process traps into the kernel VFS module, and then the user application sleeps and waits for the result. Afterwards, VFS calls the registered FUSE kernel driver function and the FUSE kernel driver writes the request to /dev/fuse; The user-space daemon reads the request from /dev/fuse. It means the file access process switches back to user space. The user-space daemon translates the request, then performs the corresponding user-space API. Usually, the user-space API issues a request to the corresponding file(s) in the kFS, for example, open and close access the configuration file, read and write access the data file(s). Thus the file access process re-enters the kernel VFS module to actually access the kFS files. When the user-space API completes the request and obtains the result, the user-space daemon writes the result back to /dev/fuse; FUSE kernel driver receives the result and wakes up the user application to finish the file access process.
From the comparison shown in Figure 4 , it can be seen that the FUSE-based cFS introduces extra mode switches. And each call to the user-space API leads to one extra ''round trip'' mode switch from user space to kernel and then back to user space. When the user requests induce multiple file I/Os (up to 128KB per I/O), the processing flow of the request has to switch frequently between the user and kernel mode, thus resulting in severe throughput degradation. For example, when reading or writing a 1MB file with the IO size 4KB, there are 258 switches (one for the open, one for the close, and 256 for the read/write) user-kernel-user switches in a kFS. However, for a FUSE-based cFS, the count of the user-kerneluser switches is 516, doubled compared to the kFS. Current FUSE framework supports an IO size up to 128KB. Under 128KB IO size the user-kernel mode switches count are 10 in the kFS and 20 in the cFS respectively. The user-kernel-user switch count in the cFS is reduced but still doubled compared to the kFS. The experimental result shows that in a FUSEbased cFS, the kernel/user mode switches can cause 63% throughput degradation compared to its underlying Ext4 [16] .
E. MOTIVATION
All request-processing flows of a FUSE-based cFS follow the user-kernel-user routine. However, for file data requests, we found that the file-to-file mapping generally remains unchanged after it is initially determined by the open or create API. If the mapping can be obtained in the kernel, the processing flows of the subsequent read and write are not essential to be forwarded to the user-space daemon, actual data IOs can be completed in the kernel as the red dotted arrow in Figure 4 . Therefore, for file data accessing, which is a common case, especially for large files, a large amount of mode switches originally caused by file data IOs can be eliminated effectively. Based on this insight, we present DeFUSE framework to improve file data IO performance. In the next section, we will give details of DeFUSE framework.
III. DEFUSE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we first present the design of DeFUSE framework. Then we give the implementation details of the DeFUSE framework. At last, we apply the DeFUSE framework to three representative cFSs.
A. DEFUSE OVERVIEW
To achieve the design goal of the DeFUSE framework, the details efforts we made are listed below:
(1) 1) We modify the FUSE kernel driver and /dev/fuse to handle the metadata and data requests according to different processing routines; 2) We define a generalized data structure Data_Map, to describe the file-to-file mapping of each file between cFS and kFS; 3) We design Data_Map delivery mechanism between the user-space daemon and DeFUSE kernel driver at runtime to support concurrent and parallel access; [20] present a metadata prefetch technique for distributed file system to reduce the amount of requests to the metadata node. However, DeFUSE does not reduce the amount of metadata and data requests, but reduces the user-kernel mode switches within data accessing.
C. FILE-TO-FILE DATA STRUCTURE
When directly accessing a file data in the kernel, the key point is to design a kernel data structure, Data_Map that records the file-to-file mapping of the requested cFS file. Data_Map should is defined by the user-space daemon and used in the kernel. Furthermore, emphData_Map does not affect the original concurrency and parallelism of FUSE framework.
Each cFS file has its own Data_Map that uniquely identify this file within both the user-space daemon and the kernel. There are two kinds of file identifiers to represent a kFS file in the kernel: the file descriptor fd and the file path string filename. For file descriptor, each user-space process has its own file descriptor table while the OS kernel also maintains a global file descriptor table. Therefore, the fd of a file in user space and kernel space is not unique. However, the absolute file path of the kFS file is unique no matter in user space or in kernel space, so we choose the file path string filename as the unique identifier of a file in kFS.
Generally, file-to-file mapping combination between the cFS and kFS can be categorized into three basic types: 1-to-1 where a cFS file is completely stored in a single kFS file; 1-to-M where a cFS file is split and stored in multiple kFS files; M-to-1 where multiple cFS files are compacted into a single kFS file. The three kinds of file mapping are shown in Figure 5 . We have made a brief classification for existing FUSE-based file systems, as shown in Table 2 .
To abstract these three types of typical FUSE-based cFSs, the mapping structure Data_Map contains the kFS file path string filename, the offset in the kFS file and the size of file data in the kFS file. The offset parameter is for the M-to-1 mapping, when many cFS files are compacted to a single large kFS file, as shown in Figure 5 , the location of the small file data requires the internal offset in the large file. When the file mapping is 1-to-1, the offset is set to zero. When the mapping pattern are 1-to-M, one cFS file is partitioned into multiple small kFS files so that there are multiple pairs of filename, offset and size. Hence the Data_Map is a structure array. DeFUSE supports MAX file partition number up to 16, which is enough for current practical FUSE-based cFSs.
D. DATA_MAP DELIVERY
When the file metadata request passing in the user space daemon is completed, the callback function in the DeFUSE kernel driver can bring back a parameter structure of the user space. Therefore, we leverage a built-in tunnel in the callback function to effectively and efficiently deliver the Data_Map to the DeFUSE kernel driver.
When a Data_Map of a cFS file has been kept in the FUSE kernel driver, a write request could modify size and offset in the Data_Map. In this case, another application might be reading this file. Therefore, concurrent access to the Data_Map should be supported. Current FUSE framework supports the concurrent file access from multiple threads by managing the file structure fuse_file with a mutex_lock fuse_mutex. The design principle of DeFUSE is to make as least modification as possible to the FUSE framework. Therefore, instead of creating a new mutex_lock, we add the Data_Map as a member in the structure fuse_file, inheriting the existing concurrent access control in the FUSE framework, as shown in Figure 6 .
A cFS file Data_Map lifecycle begins with the open/create request and ends with the close request. Therefore the mapping delivery between user-space and kernel may not significantly affect the throughput of DeFUSE-based cFSs when accessing large file, because the Data_Map only needs to be delivered twice in open/create and close requests. But when the user requests are small-file-dominated, the performance of the DeFUSE-based cFSs would degrade because of the frequent Data_Map delivery in the metadata processing. To accelerate the small files workload, we add a M-Cache queue to cache the used Data_Map in the kernel driver. The M-Cache queue is a hash table, the hash keys are the VFS inode-ids. Before the open request to a file is sent to user space, we check the file inode-id to find out whether the Data_Map is cached. If it has been cached, the open request does not need to be sent to the user space daemon. Otherwise, the open request follows the original processing flow, and the Data_Map will be added to the M-Cache queue. The M-Cache queue has a maximal length of 1024 with an LRU replacement approach. The performance impact of the Data_map delivery process is further evaluated in Section IV-D.
E. FILE REQUESTS HANDLING
In this section, we combine the processing flow of the metadata and data requests together, give a detailed description of how the file requests are served in a DeFUSE-based cFS. The processing flows of writing a new file and reading an existing file are respectively shown in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 1 Processing File Write Request

Require:
File request parameters, FPath; File request parameters, FData;
The pre-defined mapping pattern, Mp; Ensure:
The File request parameters, FData; 1: In open API, according to Mp, the Data_Map are initiated by reading from the metadata file and delivered to DeFUSE kernel driver; 2: In DeFUSE kernel module, FData are read from Df with the parameters filename, size and offset; 3: In user-space release API, nothing needs to be done since Data_Map is not modified; 4: return FData;
As a result of Step 3, when writing a new file in a DeFUSE cFS, the other threads to access this file have to wait until the user-space release operation is finished until the Data_Map is written back to its corresponding metadata file, thus leading to long access latency. The result of multiple threads to access files in the DeFUSE file system is illustrated in Section IV-C.
F. IMPLEMENTATION
The DeFUSE framework is implemented based on FUSE 3.0.0 in Linux 4.8.5. Table 3 shows the lines of code modification as we implement DeFUSE and port the FUSE-based cFSs. The detailed modification is listed below:
Libfuse: The common parameter transferred between DeFUSE kernel driver and the user-space daemon -struct fuse_file_info is defined in the header file fuse.h. Therefore, we add the mapping structure Data_Map as a member of the structure fuse_file_info. FUSE Kernel Driver: In order to complete file data access in the DeFUSE kernel driver,, there are two methods: the VFS-level and the Address Space method. The VFS-level method is to replace the function generic_read_iter to VFSlevel function vfs_read; The Address Space method is to replace the address space operation fuse_readpages with the ext4_readpages. Such two methods can serve the read request. The Address Space method is the typical implementation method of the kFS, it requires careful modification for the kFS module in code-level to export its static address space functions. However, when the kFS changes, this modified method will not work anymore. In contrast, the VFS-level method uses VFS-level function which is generic for all kinds of kFSs. Therefore, we modify the VFS-level function vfs_read and vfs_write to execute the file data access in the FUSE kernel driver as shown in Listing 1.
User-Space APIs: Because the file data operations are performed in the DeFUSE kernel driver, the user-space read and write APIs are bypassed. The user-space open and create APIs need to acquire the file-to-file mapping from the corresponding metadata file, database, or algorithms, then to generate the Data_Map with the items of filename, offset and size, finally to assign the Data_Map to the member in the structure fuse_file_info. And the release function writes the Data_Map back to the metadata file or database. The contents of the Data_Map actually change according to the cFSąŕs functionality.
G. APPLICABILITY
To build a DeFUSE-based cFSs, it is needed to pre-define its featured file-to-file mapping. Similarly, for existing FUSEbased cFSs, in order to port them to DeFUSE, the key point is also to figure out the file-to-file mapping between their cFSs and kFSs, which is generally defined in open API or in the configuration files. To manifest applicability of DeFUSE, we choose three representative FUSE-based cFSs: OLFS [12] , fuse-dfs [13] and PLFS [18] , and port their implementations to DeFUSE framework. Note that these file systems have other rich features besides of their specific fileto-file mappings, but in this paper, we only focus on the fileto-file mapping part of these file systems. The following is the brief introduction of their functions and how we extract the file-to-file mappings of these file systems.
OLFS: OLFS is a file system on rack-based optical disc library, it provides a universal namespace for hard disks and thousands of optical discs. From function olfs_open in olfs.c in OLFS code, we can know that the underlying files are stored in the pre-allocated optical disc images, so the filename in Data_Map is the disc-image-dir plus the path in the olfs_open API.
Fuse-dfs: Fuse-dfs is a client file system of HDFS. It allows HDFS to be mounted as a common file system. Once fusedfs is mounted on the client side, the user can access files on the remote data nodes with POSIX file system APIs. The user's file data first is stored in the local temporary files, then the temporary files are transferred to the remote data nodes according to the file distribution rules from HDFS namenode in the background. The directory of the temporary files is configured in the configuration file core-site.xml, so the filename in Data_Map is the tmp-dir plus the path in the dfs_open API.
PLFS: PLFS is short for Parallel Log-structured File System. Parallel applications write their checkpoint data into a single shared file, leading to small and not aligned writes to the shared file, thus the performance is poor. PLFS remaps the small writes into log structured writes to multiple shared files, greatly improving the performance for check-pointing. PLFS supports multiple work patterns: one shared checkpoint file for all applications or one checkpoint file for each application. We set the working pattern to the latter one and configure the data file directory to data-dir in the configuration file .plfsrc. The filename in Data_Map is the data-dir plus the path in the plfs_open API.
After we determine the file-to-file mapping of these cFSs, the Data_Map of these file systems can be acquired in the metadata request and sent to the DeFUSE kernel driver. Then the data request can be directly executed in the kernel, thus reducing the user-kernel mode switches. As shown in Table 3 , the file system porting can be done with minor code changes.
IV. EVALUATION
In this section we validate correctness of porting DeFUSEbased cFSs, and then analyze the performance of the DeFUSE framework.
A. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
To understand the applicability of the DeFUSE framework, we have ported three typical FUSE-based file systems to DeFUSE framework as mentioned in Section III-G. Then we give detailed discussion on how the DeFUSE framework can achieve performance improvement and how the extra Data_Map delivery affects the access latency of file system. Below are our evaluation metrics, workloads, and experiment environment.
DeFUSE Applicability Test: We choose three common FUSE-based cFSs: OLFS, fuse-dfs and PLFS and then transplant them to DeFUSE framework and mark them as: De-OLFS, De-fuse-dfs and De-PLFS. We run the ''singlestream-IO'' workload in Filebench [26] , [27] to validate the applicability of the DeFUSE-based file system and the performance improvements compared to FUSE-based cFSs. The ''single-stream-IO'' workload reads or writes one 60 GB file with one thread, and the IO size is set to 1MB. The results report the file system throughput and access latency under the file system configurations.
DeFUSE Framework Analysis: After we validate the applicability of DeFUSE-based cFSs, in order to accurately analyze the impact of the mapping delivery process in DeFUSE, we implemented the passthrough file systems based on the FUSE and DeFUSE framework respectively, which simply pass all the cFS requests to the kFS with no extra processing in user-space APIs. These two file system configurations are marked as FUSE FS and DeFUSE FS. We further run the following data-centric workload and metadata-centric workload in Table 4 to understand how different workloads affect the performance of the DeFUSE-based cFS. The data-centric workloads work in both single thread mode and multiple thread mode. All workloads have four IO sizes of 4KB, 32KB, 128KB, 1MB. The File-server workload is metadata-centric, the workload concurrently accesses 200,000 files with multiple threads. Experimental Setup: The performance of user-space file system depends on the underlying storage media and kernel file system. The hardware configurations of the server are shown in Table 5 . The SSD arrays are configured as RAID-0 to get the full throughput of the storage media. The kFS we choose is Ext4 [1] , for its stable performance, mature optimization, and prevalent deployment. The performance of Ext4 works as the baseline. Each time before we run a workload, we clear the file system cache and remount the file system, to eliminate the effect of cache generated by the previous workload. All the workloads were running for more than 10 times to get the stable results. The final throughput and latency we reported in this section are the average values of 10 stable experiments results. The standard deviations of all these results range from 1.8% to 6.8%, considering that the standard deviation of SSD performance is around 6% [28], the experiment results can be considered as stable and and consistent.
B. DEFUSE APPLICABILITY
The throughputs under file system configurations are shown in Figure 7(a) . And the amount of user-kernel mode switches are shown in Figure 8 .
From the throughput result, we can see that the throughput of De-OLFS, De-fuse-dfs and De-PLFS respectively increased by 1.8X, 3.8X and 3.5X in read, as well as by 2.4X, 3.5X and 3.0X in write. These results show that the DeFUSEbased cFSs far outperform the FUSE-based file systems. The reason of the performance improvement is the reduced userkernel mode switches as shown in Figure 8 . The DeFUSE While the DeFUSE framework improves the throughput, the Data_Map delivery process in the file metadata requests may cause longer latency. Therefore, we present the latency comparison under the file system configurations, as shown in Figure 7 (b). When accessing large files with single thread, the latencies of DeFUSE-based cFSs are less than the FUSEbased cFSs. The reason is that even if the access to one file only brings two Data_Map deliveries, the reduced userkernel mode switches in data requests decrease the latency. In fact, the extra latency brought by the mapping delivery process in the metadata requests can be amortized by multiple data IOs so that the overall file system latency is decreased. We can get the conclusion that DeFUSE-based cFS is suitable for large file access workloads.
C. DATA-CENTRIC WORKLOAD ANALYSIS Figure 9 shows the throughput result of the data-centric workloads. Below are the detailed observations and analysis.
Sequential Read 1 File With 1 Thread: The throughput of the single thread read workload is shown in Figure 9 (a), when the IO size is no less than 32KB, the throughput of DeFUSE FS is only 2.4% lower than Ext4. When the IO size is 4KB, the throughput of DeFUSE FS is 15.0% lower than Ext4. We can see that DeFUSE FS provides the throughput close to Ext4, the main reason is that DeFUSE FS benefits from the prefetch read mechanism of FUSE [16] . While the reduced user-kernel mode switches contribute more to the performance improvement when the IO size is less than 32KB.
Sequential Read 32 Files With 32 Threads: When reading 32 files in 32 threads, the throughput is shown in Figure 9 (b), we can see that the throughput of DeFUSE FS and FUSE FS both are larger than Ext4 when the IO size is no less than 32KB. When the IO size is 128KB, DeFUSE FS outperforms Ext4 up to 7.6%. The reason for the throughput of FUSE FS outperforms Ext4 is that the underlying storage media is SSD array, so FUSE framework can simultaneously prefetch files among different devices, that's why the pre-fetch mechanism works better in multi-threads workload. And the reduced user-kernel mode switches further leads to throughput increment in DeFUSE FS. Sequential Write 1 File With 1 Thread: As shown in Figure 9 (c), the throughput of DeFUSE FS is 8.9% -20.0% lower than Ext4. Compared to single thread read, the data have to be written to the storage media directly. We can see that DeFUSE FS outperforms FUSE FS by 2.4X to 6.6X due to the reduced user-kernel mode switches.
Sequential Write 32 Files With 32 Threads: As shown in Figure 9 (d), we can see that the throughput of DeFUSE FS and FUSE FS are larger than Ext4 when the IO size is no less than 128KB. When the IO size is 128KB, the DeFUSE FS outperforms Ext4 up to 5.8%. The multi-thread writes also benefit from the underlying SSD array since the writes to multiple storage device can be processed in parallel. The reduced user-kernel mode switches further contribute to the throughput improvements of DeFUSE FS.
Random Read 1 File With 1 Thread: As shown in Figure 9 (e), when random reading files, the read ahead mechanism of FUSE is not working. So when the IO size is 1MB, compared to the throughput of Ext4, the throughput of FUSE FS causes 49.9% of performance degradation, however the DeFUSE FS achieves 90.7% of the Ext4 throughput. When the IO size drops from 1MB to 4KB, the throughput of these three configurations all decrease from 93.3% to 95.0%. This is because in the random access pattern, with bigger IO size, the read cache can reduce performance degradation.
Random Overall Findings: We can see that the write throughput of DeFUSE FS and FUSE FS reaches peak when the IO size is 128KB, which is exactly the default big_writes size in the FUSE framework. The FUSE kernel does not need to split or compact the data when the IO size is 128KB. And when the IO size is 4KB, the throughput of DeFUSE FS are far larger than FUSE FS, which means that DeFUSE framework performs well even when the IO size is small. When the workload are single thread access of files, the DeFUSE FS are little lower than Ext4, when the workload are multi-thread access of files, DeFUSE FS outperforms Ext4.
D. METADATA-CENTRIC WORKLOAD ANALYSIS
The throughput and the latency of the metadata-centric workloads are shown in Figure 10 . We can see from Figure 10(a) , when there is only 1 thread in File-server workload, the throughput of DeFUSE FS is 35.4% of FUSE FS. This is because the small file access causes frequent access to its metadata in user space, thus amplifying the impact of the Data_Map delivery process in the metadata request. As the number of threads increases, the throughput of FUSE FS increases and reaches a stable throughput at 17,000 ops/s. The throughput of DeFUSE FS decreases because multithread access brings longer wait time in the DeFUSE metadata request. The operation latency is shown in Figure 10(b) . When there is only 1 thread, the latency of FUSE FS and DeFUSE FS are 0.8ms and 2.6ms respectively. As the number of thread increases, the latency of FUSE FS is stable at about 1.8ms, while the latency of DeFUSE FS increases up to 405ms. The throughput and latency of DeFUSE FS are acceptable in single-thread metadata-centric workload. However, when the number of threads goes up, the latency of DeFUSE FS increases up to hundreds millisecond level and the throughput is also greatly decreased.
With the M-Cache enabled in the DeFUSE framework, the throughput of DeFUSE FS with M-Cache increases by 1.2X -2.4X compared to DeFUSE FS. The throughput improvement comes from the reduced number of Data_Map delivery. Compared to the FUSE FS, the throughput increment is not obvious because the M-Cache only caches 1024 of the recently used Data_Map, the total amount of the small files are 200,000. The latency of the DeFUSE FS with M-Cache is reduced by 47.0% -75.5% compared to DeFUSE FS, the M-Cache significantly reduces the access latency of DeFUSE FS. But the latency stills increases up to 118ms when the number of threads increase to 50. We can further increase the maximal count of the M-Cache to reduce the impact on the throughput and latency.
V. RELATED WORK
Performance of the FUSE framework has drawn much attention from the academic research field. Vasily Tarasov et al. discuss that the user-kernel mode switches are the main performance overhead in the FUSE framework [29] . Bharath Kumar Reddy Vangoor et.al further give detailed analysis of the FUSE framework and evaluate FUSE-based file system performance degradation brought by the user-kernel mode switches [16] .
Optimization From FUSE Framework Developers: Developers of the FUSE framework have present two optimization method to reduce the kernel/user mode switch overhead: (1) FUSE uses the splicing functionality in the Linux kernel [30] to reduce memory copy between the user and kernel space; (2) FUSE provide asynchronous write policy and increase the default write chunk from 4KB to 128KB [17] , which reduces kernel/user mode switch in write operation;
(3) FUSE uses the file system prefetch read mechanism [31] to cache the data to reduce mode switches in read operations. Liu Xin et.al [32] uses the former two optimization methods in their ONFS implementation and achieves performance improvements. DeFUSE can leverage these optimizations to achieve performance improvement.
Optimization From FUSE-Based cFS Developers: Researchers who use FUSE to build prototype file systems have also made optimization to their own customized FUSE-based cFSs. Zhang et.al [11] composite the small files together to improve the file system performance under metadata-centric workload. Shun Ishiguro et al. [33] optimized local file accesses for FUSE-based distributed storage. Yan et al. [12] reduce the kernel/user mode switches in the optical library file system. All of their methods are specific for their own file systems, and can not be extended to general FUSE-based file systems. Besides, their methods are implemented on FUSE version 2.9.X or before, and cannot be applied to the current FUSE framework. Ashish Bijlani et.al [34] present Extfuse, an extension framework for FUSE, and Extfuse focuses more on optimizing the performance of metadata operations, and uses in-kernel metadata caching strategy to reduce user-kernel mode switches in the metadata operations.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel optimization scheme: DeFUSE, which divides the requests in FUSE-based cFS into two types: the metadata and data request, then process these two kinds of requests with different flow. With the carefully designed structure Data_Map being delivered to DeFUSE kernel driver in the metadata requests, the file data requests can be completed within the kernel so that the unnecessary user-kernel mode switches in the data requests are removed, thus greatly improving the throughput. We implement the DeFUSE framework and port three FUSE-based cFSs to DeFUSE-based cFSs with minor modification of their code. The experiment result shows that for data-centric workloads, the bandwidth of DeFUSE-based cFSs outperform the corresponding FUSE-based implementations by 1.8X to 3.8X.
